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This deliverable 3.3.1, titled “Short and long-term targets”, is part of the Activity 3.3 – Definition 

of targets and development of action plans, and it contributes towards the objectives of the 

products of the WP3 - Implementation of a methodology conducting to a low carbon economy 

in 35 pilot schools. 

The aim of this document is to define the short and long-term goals in all environmental sectors 
at different levels, ranging from a single school building to a set of municipality schools. Targets 
are based on the results obtained from pre-audits, technical inspection and monitoring audits 
carried out in 35 pilot schools within the Task 3.2 (WP2), where baseline performance of all pilot 
school buildings was obtained. Taking as a reference all the baselines, potential savings are 
identified, objectives in school's benchmarking are defined, and best practices on the road to 
fulfil reported objectives are characterized. 
 
This deliverable will support the implementation steps of the specific action plans for each pilot 

school.  

 
 
 

Glossary 

Acronym Full name 

ASHRAE 

BAT 

DH 

DHW 

ED 

FEC 

HVAC&R 

IAQ 

KPI 

LCE 

PEC 

RH 

T 

O&M 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers 

Best available technology 

Percentage of discomfort hours (%) 

Domestic Hot Water 

Annual energy demand (kWh/m2 a) 

Final energy consumption (kWh/m2 a) 

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration  

Indoor Air Quality 

Key Performance Indicator 

Low Carbon Economy 

Primary energy consumption (kWh/m2 a) 

Relative Humidity 

Temperature 

Operation and Maintenance 

  

Executive Summary 
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Once initial performance of schools has been evaluated, school communities, supported by 

Interreg SUDOE ClimACT team, have to deploy and implement best available low-carbon retrofit 

actions towards the transition to a low-carbon economy in schools. The objective of the present 

document is to define short and long-term targets in all environmental sectors at different 

levels. Present targets, which are based on the results obtained from audits carried out in 35 

pilot schools within the Task 3.2 (WP2), will lead to environmental, social and cost savings that 

will influence in a positive way the well-being of the school community.  

The targets of each environmental sector will be based on global average of existing initial 

performance of ClimACT pilot schools. The assessment of the results of initial performance 

allows defining two targets related to: 

• A relative target value (% in KPIs) as a short-term objective. It will be based on a 

percentage of improvement according to the total average in 35 pilot schools and 

specific school performance, and will be defined by each environmental KPI and score, 

according to Table 1.  

• An absolute target value (minimum KPI and score) as a short-term and long-term 

objective for all schools. It will be based on an absolute indicator value of improvement 

according to the total average in 35 pilot schools and specific school performance, and 

will be defined by each environmental KPI and score, according to Table 1. 

Table 1 – Environmental sectors and steps in targets towards low-carbon economy schools 

Sector 
Step 1: 

AVERAGE 
KPIs 

 Step 2:  
AVERAGE 

SCORES (0-5) 
 

Step 3: 
Short-term 

target 

 Step 4: 
Long-term 

target 
Energy 

Assessment of 
average KPIs of 
35 pilot schools 

 

Assessment of 
average scores 

of 35 pilot 
schools 

 
Relative or 
absolute 

target (%) 
represented 

by KPIs 

 

Absolute  
target 

represented by 
scores 

Water    
Waste    
Transport    
IAQ    
Green Space    
Green Procurement    

 

Following sections define the overview about low-carbon retrofit meaning for each 

environmental sector and the definition of targets and steps for each environmental sector. 
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1 Low-carbon economy targets. Overview 
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1.1 Definition of low-carbon economy retrofitting 

Low-carbon retrofitting of existing schools represents an opportunity to upgrade the 

environmental performance of school communities for their ongoing life. Retrofit involves 

modifications to existing infrastructures, operating conditions, daily routines and habits, that 

may improve carbon performance, energy efficiency or decrease global environmental impact. 

In addition, retrofits are often used as opportune time to install new solutions and devices which 

can reduce the operational costs, particularly in older buildings, as well as help to attract new 

students and gain social impact. Taking into account their educational activity, schools have a 

major social responsibility. Raising awareness and involving school communities (students, 

teachers and families) towards an energy efficient and low-carbon pathway through the wide 

deployment of best available solutions and measures can lead to a low-carbon economy in the 

whole building sector. 

The most beneficial low-carbon retrofit actions and smart control strategies will be identified 
through the environmental and economic assessment by means of the ClimACT assessments.  
The development of strategies can be classified into different groups: 
 

• Minor low-carbon retrofits are low-cost or no cost measures that are easy and 
inexpensive to carry out but can make a considerable difference in the environmental 
performance of school. Changing end-users’ habits, improving operating conditions and 
modifying operational schedules following new management strategies are easy 
solutions to be implemented by schools, and can reduce the environmental impact in 
all environmental sectors. It can be deployed by awareness campaigns to all school 
communities and by more appropriate use of facilities and systems through training to 
school managers.  

• Major energy retrofits are more holistic, and typically involve several low-carbon 
retrofit measures across multiple building systems. These measures should typically be 
staged to maximize the environmental performance and benefits. A major energy 
retrofit project can lead to savings of up to 40 percent. Replacing building infrastructures 
(such as windows or heating and cooling systems) and adding new equipment (such as 
new green areas or renewable energy) can reduce the environmental impact of schools 
in a very efficient way, achieving social, economic and environmental benefits in almost 
all cases.  

• Deep energy retrofits involve significant overhauls to major building systems. Due to 
their disruptive and cost-intensive nature, they are usually triggered by non-
environmental-related factors, such as the end of the service life of a major component 
of the envelope or a significant change in building occupancy. However, taking the 
opportunity to replace these components with energy-efficient options can lead to 
substantial environmental and economic savings that make the added cost of such 
options extremely cost effective within a reasonable timeframe. Examples are 
upgrading building envelope (windows, adding an air barrier or insulation as part of an 
update of the exterior façade) or installing an efficient and renewable heating/cooling 
systems (like a condensing boiler, ground-source heat pump or solar technologies).  
 

ClimaACT Resource-Matching Platform will provide the external financing support, which could 
facilitate the financing steps in retrofitting processes. Action plans for the implementation of 
low-carbon strategies will include the definition of work stage, work dates, actions for 
awareness-raising of users, and progress monitoring. 
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1.2 Waste 

Waste is quantified according to the volume of waste produced, recycled and reused in schools, 

divided in categories: waste disposed, waste reused and waste recycled. The aim in each 

category assessment consists of: 

• Waste produced: accounting the volume of waste produced in schools, with the aim of 

implementing strategies for waste reduction.  

 • Waste recycled: accounting the type and volume of was recycled in schools, compared to 

the amount of waste produced.  

 • Waste reused: accounting the amount of waste reused for further life cycle in schools.  

Parameters assessed in sub-waste areas are showed in table 2. The maximum and minimum 

final waste score obtained (from 0 up to 5) are 2.88 and 0.00, being the final average waste 

score 1.44.  

Table 2 – Waste sub-areas and KPIs  

WASTE SUB-AREAS QUANTIFICATION of KPIs 
AVERAGE KPI 

VALUE a  
AVERAGE 

SCORES (0-5)b 

WASTE PRODUCED  
(non- recycled) 

KPI-W1. Total waste per student  
(m3/student) 

10.16 2.38 

WASTE RECYCLED KPI-W2. Total recycled waste per student   
(m3/student) 

5.86 2.38 

WASTE REUSED KPI-W3. Total amount of reused waste per 
student (m3/student) 

0.00 0.00 

  Final score 1.44 
a Average KPI value refers to the total average considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
b Average scores refers to the average indexes considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
 

The targets defined for waste area will be based on existing initial performance of ClimACT pilot 

schools. Next section shows the assessment of average performance along with the definition 

of two targets related to an absolute target value and a relative target value for each waste KPI 

and score. 
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1.3 Transports 

Transports sector will be assessed through surveys which analysed the user’s behaviour based 

on the transport mode used in the home-school path, quantifying the CO2 emissions associated, 

and also based on the quantification of different parking spaces (disable, electric and bicycle) in 

schools, and the transports access and availability nearby schools. So, transport sector is divided 

into 4 sub-areas: parking characteristics, public transports network, school community 

behaviour and CO2 emissions from daily commuting to school. 

• Parking characteristics: evaluation of existing parking spaces for disabled, electric cars, 

bicycles and number of parking spaces.  

 • Public transports network: assessment of existing public transport network for bus, 

subway, train, tram and boat, distance nearest to schools, no. transport passing per hour and 

no. transport passing per rush hour are evaluated.  

 • School community behaviour: Assessment of transports used by the school community in 

the daily commuting to school. It was evaluated through an online survey to all school 

community, with a percentage of participation higher than 25% in almost all cases. The 

results of this evaluation affect to associated CO2 emissions in school community transport.  

 • CO2 emissions from daily commuting to school: evaluation of annual CO2 emissions 

associated to school community transports (kgCO2), according to the results of surveys.  

Parameters assessed in sub-transport areas are showed in table 3.  The maximum and minimum 

final transport score obtained (from 0 up to 5) are 3.35 and 0.00, being the final average 

transport score 1.68. 

Table 3 – Transport sub-areas and KPIs  

WASTE SUB-AREAS QUANTIFICATION of KPIs 
AVERAGE KPI 

VALUE a  
AVERAGE SCORES 

(0-5)b 

PARKING 
CHARACTERISTICS 

KPI-T1. Parking spaces for bicycles per 
student 
(up to a 100m radius) 

0.004 

2.14 
KPI-T2. Parking spaces for electric cars per 
school 
(up to a 100m radius) 

0.1 

PUBLIC TRANSPORTS 
NETWORK 

KPI-T3. Number of Public Transports 
passing daily per hour (1000m radius) 

60.15 2.38 

CO2 EMISSIONS KPI-T4. Annual CO2 Emissions per student 
(kgCO2/student) 

234.38 1.89 

  Final score 1.68 
a Average KPI value refers to the total average considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
b Average scores refers to the average indexes considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
 

The targets defined for transport area will be based on existing initial performance of ClimACT 

pilot schools. Next section shows the assessment of average performance along with the 

definition of two targets related to an absolute target value and a relative target value for each 

transport KPI and score. 
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1.4 Green spaces 

Green areas have a huge influence in CO2 emissions and sequestration. Green spaces are 

assessed through audits which analyse and quantify the green areas, the CO2 sequestration, the 

use of chemists and resources consumption associated to the green areas maintenance, and the 

CO2 emissions. So, environmental sector of green spaces is divided into 4 sub-areas: green areas, 

use of chemists, CO2 sequestration, and CO2 emissions. 

• Green areas: evaluation of number of trees and green area per non-covered area (m2) and 

per student. 

• CO2 sequestration: evaluation of annual CO2 sequestrated per non-covered area. This value 

is calculated considering the number of trees and the estimated sequestration rate per tree, 

along with the grass area and the estimated sequestration rate per grass area. 

• Use of chemists: evaluation of total kg of chemists used for green area maintenance 

activities. 

• CO2 emissions: assessment of annual CO2 emitted for the space maintenance activities. 

Parameters assessed in sub-areas in green spaces are showed in table 4. The maximum and 

minimum final green spaces score obtained (from 0 up to 5) are 3.44 and 0.00, being the final 

average green spaces score 1.72. 

Table 4 – Green spaces sub-areas and KPIs  

GREEN SPACES 
 SUB-AREAS 

QUANTIFICATION of KPIs 
AVERAGE KPI 

VALUE a  
AVERAGE SCORES 

(0-5)b 

GREEN AREAS KPI-GS1. Number of trees per non-
covered area (trees/m2) 

0.02 

1.65 

KPI-GS2. Number of trees per student 
(trees/student) 

0.30 

KPI-GS3. Green area per non-covered 
area (%) 

51.86 

KPI-GS4. Green area per student (m2/ 
student) 

13.64 

CO2 SEQUESTRATION KPI-GS5 - Annual CO2 sinked per non-
covered area (kgCO2/m2 a) 

3.54 2.38 

USE OF CHEMISTS KPI-GS6. Annual kg of chemists used for 
green area maintenance (kg/m2 a) 

0.001 2.50 

CO2 EMISSIONS KPI-GS7 - Annual CO2 emissions 
associated to space maintenance per 
non-covered area (kgCO2/m2 a) 

0.03 2.50 

  Final score 1.72 
a Average KPI value refers to the total average considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
b Average scores refers to the average indexes considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
 

The targets defined for green spaces will be based on existing initial performance of ClimACT 

pilot schools. Next section shows the assessment of average performance along with the 

definition of two targets related to an absolute target value and a relative target value for each 

transport KPI and score. 
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1.5 Green procurement 

Green procurement evaluates the negative environmental impact of products and services 

acquired by the school. This assessment is based on electric and electronic equipment labelling, 

consumption of recycled paper, training in green procurement and eco-driving, and preference 

for food with biological certificate and from local suppliers. So, environmental sector of green 

procurement area is divided into 6 sub-areas: equipment efficiency, paper used, training in 

green procurement, eco-driving certification, biological food and suppliers. 

• Equipment efficiency: taking into account the number of electronic equipment with and 

without EU Energy Label A+ or higher, this sub-sector evaluates the percentage of equipment 

with labelling A+ or higher considering all school devices.  

 • Paper used: assessment of amount of paper and recycled paper used.  

 • Training in green procurement: evaluation of number of staff with training in green 

procurement. 

 • Eco-driving certification: evaluation of number of staff with training in eco-driving.  

 • Biological food: assessment of the amount of food consumed with biological certificate 

as a ratio of total amount of food consumed. 

 • Suppliers: evaluation of number of local suppliers of school services.  

Parameters assessed in sub-areas of green procurement are showed in table 5. The maximum 

and minimum final green procurement score obtained (from 0 up to 5) are 2.34 and 0.00, being 

the final average green spaces score 1.17. 

Table 5 – Green procurement sub-areas and KPIs  

GREEN SPACES 
 SUB-AREAS 

QUANTIFICATION of KPIs 
AVERAGE 

KPI VALUE a  
AVERAGE 

SCORES (0-5)b 

EQUIPMENT EFFICIENCY KPI-GP1. Quantity of electric and electronic 
equipment with A+ or higher EU Energy Label used 
in school (Nº A+ or higher/total) 

0.44 2.19 

PAPER KPI-GP2. Annual paper used in school  
(kg/student a) 

16.17 
1.29 

KPI-GP3. Annual recycled paper used in school  
(Kg recycled/Kg paper) 

0.04 

TRAINING IN GREEN 
PROCUREMENT 

KPI-GP4. Staff with training in green procurement 
(Nº staff with training/ total nº staff) 

0.00 0.00 

ECO-DRIVING 
CERTIFICATION 

KPI-GP5. Staff with training in eco-driving (Nº staff 
with training/ total nº staff) 

0.00 0.00 

BIOLOGICAL FOOD KPI-GP6 - Food with biological certificate (Kg food 
with biological certificate/Kg total food) 

1.13 0.67 

SUPPLIERS KPI-GP7.  Local suppliers (Nº local suppliers/total 
suppliers) 

0.50 2.50 

  Final score 1.17 
a Average KPI value refers to the total average considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
b Average scores refers to the average indexes considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
 

The targets defined for green procurement will be based on existing initial performance of 

ClimACT pilot schools. Next section shows the assessment of average performance along with 
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the definition of two targets related to an absolute target value and a relative target value for 

each transport KPI and score. 

1.6 IAQ 

Indoor Air Quality is assessed through on-site measurements in two classrooms in all schools. 

Classrooms are representative of the school building in terms of size, number of occupants and 

activities, furnishings or equipment that can release pollutants to the indoor air. Main indoor 

and outdoor pollutants were identified and analysed. The results of environmental sector of IAQ 

are divided into 3 sub-areas: sir pollutants concentration, ventilation and thermal comfort. 

• Air pollutants concentration: the pollutants evaluated in this sub-area are: PM10 (mg/m3), 

PM2.5 (mg/m3), CO2 (ppm), CO (ppm), TVOC (mg/m3), Formaldehyde (mg/m3), Acetaldehyde  

(mg/m3), Acrolein  (mg/m3), Benzene  (mg/m3), Toluene  (mg/m3), m+p-xylene  (mg/m3), o-

xylene (mg/m3), Ethylbenzene (mg/m3), Trichloroethylene (mg/m3), Tetrachloroethylene 

(mg/m3), Styrene (mg/m3), 1,4-dichlorobenzene (mg/m3), Alpha-pinene (mg/m3), Propanal 

(mg/m3), Butanal (mg/m3), Pentanal (mg/m3), Isopentanal (mg/m3), Hexanal (mg/m3), 

Benzaldehyde (mg/m3). 

 • Ventilation: ventilation rate is evaluated through the percentage of CO2 concentrations 

between 1000 and 1700 ppm, and over 1700 ppm, during occupancy (%).  

 • Thermal comfort: assessment of the percentage of temperature between 20 ºC and 26 ºC 

during occupancy (%). 

Parameters assessed in sub-areas of IAQ are showed in table 6. The maximum and minimum 

final IAQ score obtained (from 0 up to 5) are 5.00 and 0.00, being the final average IAQ score 

4.45. 

Table 6 – IAQ sub-areas and KPIs  

IAQ SUB-AREAS QUANTIFICATION of KPIs 
AVERAGE KPI 

VALUE a  
AVERAGE 

SCORES (0-5)b 

AIR POLLUTANTS 
CONCENTRATION 

PM10 (mg/m3) 49.52 

4.45 

PM2.5 (mg/m3) 20.53 
CO2 (ppm)  1462.36 
CO (ppm) 508.00 
TVOC (mg/m3) 426.93 
Group of specific aldehydes (mg/m3) - 
Group of specific VOCs (mg/m3) - 

VENTILATION CO2 concentrations between 1000 and 1700 ppm 
during occupancy (%) 

34% 
2.50 

CO2 concentrations over 1700 ppm during the 
occupancy (%) 

40% 

THERMAL COMFORT Temperature between 20º and 26º during 
occupancy (%) 

50% 2.50 

  Final score 4.45 
a Average KPI value refers to the total average considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
b Average scores refers to the average indexes considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
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The targets defined for IAQ will be based on existing initial performance of ClimACT pilot schools. 

Next section shows the assessment of average performance along with the definition of two 

targets related to an absolute target value and a relative target value for each transport KPI and 

score. 

1.7 Energy 

Energy sector evaluates the energy consumption of the schools of the last three years (2014, 

2015, and 2016), and its CO2 emissions associated. Environmental sector of energy area is 

divided into 4 sub-areas: energy consumption, renewable energy, energy cost and CO2 

emissions.  

• Energy consumption: assessment of final energy consumption (FEC) of school.  

• Use of renewable energy: evaluation of on-site renewable energy production in school. It 

implies renewable energy consumed and sold to the grid.  

• Energy cost: assessment of annual energy cost of school. 

• CO2 emissions: assessment of CO2 emissions related to annual energy consumption of 

school. 

Parameters assessed in energy sub-areas are showed in table 7. The maximum and minimum 

final Energy score obtained (from 0 up to 5) are 3.74 and 0.67, being the final average Energy 

score 2.21. 

Table 7 – Energy sub-areas and KPIs  

ENERGY SUB-AREAS QUANTIFICATION of KPIs 
AVERAGE KPI 

VALUE a  
AVERAGE 

SCORES (0-5)b 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION KPI-E1. Annual final Energy consumption per m2 
(kWh/m2) 

129.11 
2.50 

KPI-E2. Annual final Energy consumption per 
student (kWh/student) 

1272.14 

RENEWABLE ENERGY KPI-E3. Renewables energy production (%) 4.5% 2.49 

ENERGY COST KPI-E4. Annual energy cost per m2 (€/m2) 10.66 
0.22 KPI-E5. Annual energy cost per student 

(€/student) 
104.57 

CO2 EMISSIONS KPI-E6. Annual associated CO2 emissions per 
student (kgCO2/student) 

359.37 2.50 

  Final score 2.21 
a Average KPI value refers to the total average considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
b Average scores refers to the average indexes considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
 

The targets defined for energy will be based on existing initial performance of ClimACT pilot 

schools. Next section shows the assessment of average performance along with the definition 

of two targets related to an absolute target value and a relative target value for each transport 

KPI and score. 
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1.8 Water 

Water evaluates how much water was consumed in schools during the last three years (2014, 

2015 and 2016), and its associated cost. So, environmental sector of water area is divided into 

2 sub-areas: water consumption and water cost. 

• Water consumption: assessment of annual water consumption in school. 

• Water cost: assessment of annual water cost in school.  

Parameters assessed in water sub-areas are showed in table 8. The maximum and minimum 

final water score obtained (from 0 up to 5) are 4.86 and 0.00, being the final average water 

score 2.43 

Table 8 – Water sub-areas and KPIs  

WATER SUB-AREAS QUANTIFICATION of KPIs 
AVERAGE KPI 

VALUE a  
AVERAGE 

SCORES (0-5)b 

WATER CONSUMPTION KPI-H2O1. Annual water consumption (m3/m2) 0.75 
2.50 KPI-H2O2. Annual water consumption 

(m3/student) 
8.65 

WATER COST KPI-H2O3. Annual water cost (€/m2) 1.95 
2.50 

KPI-H2O4. Annual Water cost (€/student) 16.50 

  Final score 2.43 

a Average KPI value refers to the total average considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
b Average scores refers to the average indexes considering the results of all ClimACT pilot schools.  
 

The targets defined for water will be based on existing initial performance of ClimACT pilot 

schools. Next section shows the assessment of average performance along with the definition 

of two targets related to an absolute target value and a relative target value for each transport 

KPI and score. 
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2 Short and long-term targets for schools 
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2.1 Low-carbon retrofit targets 

The targets towards a low-carbon economy schools will be divided into short and long-term 

objectives, and it will be deployed in schools taking as a reference the initial baseline reported 

after technical audits.  

• Short-term objectives per schools will be represented by a relative target or percentage 

of improvement (%) for each KPI and score. All schools should improve their 

performance in at least 2 environmental sectors per year according to the fixed short-

term aims. After 3 years, schools should fulfil the fixed percentage of improvement in 

all environmental sectors.  

 

• Long-term objectives per schools will be characterised by an obsolete value of KPI and 

score. All schools should improve their performance fulfilling after 6 years the obsolete 

target defined, taking as a reference the initial baseline report.  

As the targets are defined taking as a reference the average initial performance of pilot schools, 

short and long-term objectives, which are based on relative and absolute targets, will be 

updated after 8 years. This procedure ensures that a low-carbon economy deployment will be 

progressive and constant over time, improving as much as possible in all cases.  

The targets for all environmental sectors are defined and characterised in following sections. 
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2.2 Waste 

The targets for short and long-term in waste area are described in Table 9. They should be 

addressed through low-carbon economy solutions for waste performance improvement in all 

ClimACT pilot schools. Short-term targets (relative or absolute) should be achieved in at least 

two environmental sectors per year, and in all environmental sector in three years. Long-term 

target should be achieved after 6 years in all environmental sectors. 

Table 9 – Short and long-term targets in Waste area 

WASTE  
SUB-AREAS 

KPIs 
SHORT-TERM TARGET  

of KPIs 
LONG-TERM TARGET  

of SCORE (0-5) 

Relative  Absolute Absolute 

WASTE 
PRODUCED  
(non- recycled) 

KPI-W1. Total waste per student  
(m3/student) 

Reduction 
of 20% 

or <10.1 

m3/student 
>2.9 points  

WASTE 
RECYCLED 

KPI-W2.Total recycled waste per 
student  (m3/student) 

Increase of 
15% 

or >5.8 

m3/student 
>2.7 points 

WASTE REUSED KPI-W3.Total amount of reused 
waste per student (m3/student) 

Increase of 
1% 

or >0.05 
m3/student 

>2.5 points 

LONG-TERM TARGET FOR TOTAL WASTE SCORE    >2.5 points 

 

2.3 Transports 

The targets for short and long-term in transport area are described in Table 10. They should be 

addressed through low-carbon economy solutions for transport performance improvement in 

all ClimACT pilot schools. Short-term targets (relative or absolute) should be achieved in at least 

two environmental sectors per year, and in all environmental sector in three years. Long-term 

target should be achieved after 6 years in all environmental sectors. 

Table 10 – Short and long-term targets in transport area  

TRANSPORT  
SUB-AREAS 

KPIs 
SHORT-TERM TARGET  

of KPIs 

LONG-TERM 
TARGET  

of SCORE (0-5) 

Relative  Absolute Absolute 

PARKING 
CHARACTERISTICS 

KPI-T1. Parking spaces for bicycles per 
student 
(up to a 100m radius) 

Increase 
of 15% 

or >0.004 

>2.57 
KPI-T2. Parking spaces for electric 
cars per school 
(up to a 100m radius) 

- or ≥1 

PUBLIC TRANSPORTS 
NETWORK 

KPI-T3. Number of Public Transports 
passing daily per hour (1000m radius) 

Increase 
of 10% 

or >60.15 >2.85 

CO2 EMISSIONS KPI-T4. Annual kgCO2 Emissions per 
student (kgCO2/student) 

Reduction 
of 20% 

or <234.38 >2.26 

LONG-TERM TARGET FOR TOTAL TRANSPORT SCORE  >2.50 
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2.4 Green spaces 

The targets for short and long-term in green spaces area are described in Table 11. They should 

be addressed through low-carbon economy solutions for green spaces performance 

improvement in all ClimACT pilot schools. Short-term targets (relative or absolute) should be 

achieved in at least two environmental sectors per year, and in all environmental sector in three 

years. Long-term target should be achieved after 6 years in all environmental sectors. 

Table 11 – Short and long-term targets in green spaces area 

GREEN SPACES 
 SUB-AREAS 

KPIs 
SHORT-TERM TARGET  

of KPIs 

LONG-TERM 
TARGET  

of SCORE (0-5) 
Relative  Absolute Absolute 

GREEN AREAS KPI-GS1. Number of trees per non-
covered area (trees/m2) 

Increase 
of 5% 

or >0.02 

>1.98 

KPI-GS2. Number of trees per student 
(trees/student) 

Increase 
of 5% 

or >0.30 

KPI-GS3. Green area per non-covered 
area (%) 

Increase 
of 5% 

or >51.86 

KPI-GS4. Green area per student (m2/ 
student) 

Increase 
of 5% 

or >13.64 

CO2 SEQUESTRATION KPI-GS5 - Annual CO2 sinked per non-
covered area (kgCO2/m2 a) 

Increase 
of 5% 

or >3.54 >2.86 

USE OF CHEMISTS KPI-GS6. Annual kg of chemists used 
for green area maintenance (kg/m2 a) 

Reduction 
of 5% 

or <0.001 >3.00 

CO2 EMISSIONS KPI-GS7 - Annual CO2 emissions 
associated to space maintenance per 
non-covered area (kgCO2/m2 a) 

Reduction 
of 5% 

or <0.03 >3.00 

LONG-TERM TARGET FOR TOTAL GREEN SPACES SCORE   >2.5 
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2.5 Green procurement 

The targets for short and long-term in green procurement area are described in Table 12. They 

should be addressed through low-carbon economy solutions for green procurement 

performance improvement in all ClimACT pilot schools. Short-term targets (relative or absolute) 

should be achieved in at least two environmental sectors per year, and in all environmental 

sector in three years. Long-term target should be achieved after 6 years in all environmental 

sectors. 

Table 12 – Short and long-term targets in green procurement areas 

GREEN SPACES 
 SUB-AREAS 

KPIs 
SHORT-TERM TARGET  

of KPIs 

LONG-TERM 
TARGET  

of SCORE (0-5) 
Relative  Absolute Absolute 

EQUIPMENT 
EFFICIENCY 

KPI-GP1. Quantity of electric and electronic 
equipment with A+ or higher EU Energy 
Label used in school (Nº A+ or higher/total) 

Increase 
of 10% 

or >44% >2.63 

PAPER KPI-GP2. Annual paper used in school  
(kg/student a) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

or <16.17 
>1.55 

KPI-GP3. Annual recycled paper used in 
school (Kg recycled/Kg paper) 

Increase 
of 15% 

or >4% 

TRAINING IN GREEN 
PROCUREMENT 

KPI-GP4. Staff with training in green 
procurement (Nº staff with training/ total 
nº staff) 

Increase 
of 5% 

or >5% >1.00 

ECO-DRIVING 
CERTIFICATION 

KPI-GP5. Staff with training in eco-driving 
(Nº staff with training/ total nº staff) 

Increase 
of 5% 

or >5% >1.00 

BIOLOGICAL FOOD KPI-GP6 - Food with biological certificate 
(Kg food with biological certificate/Kg total 
food) 

Increase 
of 10% 

or >80% >0.80 

SUPPLIERS KPI-GP7.  Local suppliers (Nº local 
suppliers/total suppliers) 

Increase 
of 10% 

or >50% >3.00 

LONG-TERM TARGET FOR TOTAL GREEN SPACES SCORE    >1.50 
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2.6 IAQ 

The targets for short and long-term in IAQ area are described in Table 13. They should be 

addressed through low-carbon economy solutions for IAQ performance improvement in all 

ClimACT pilot schools. Short-term targets (relative or absolute) should be achieved in at least 

two environmental sectors per year, and in all environmental sector in three years. Long-term 

target should be achieved after 6 years in all environmental sectors. 

Table 13 – Short and long-term targets in IAQ area 

IAQ SUB-AREAS KPIs 
SHORT-TERM TARGET  

of KPIs 
LONG-TERM TARGET  

of SCORE (0-5) 
Relative  Absolute Absolute 

AIR POLLUTANTS 
CONCENTRATION 

PM10 (mg/m3) -  <20 

>4.50 

PM2.5 (mg/m3) -  <10 
CO2 (ppm)  -  <1250 
CO (ppm) -  <6 
TVOC (mg/m3) -  <600 
Group of specific aldehydes (mg/m3) -  -a 
Group of specific VOCs (mg/m3) -  -a 

VENTILATION CO2 concentrations between 1000 
and 1700 ppm during occupancy (%) 

-  <34% 
>2.50 

CO2 concentrations over 1700 ppm 
during the occupancy (%) 

-  <40% 

THERMAL COMFORT Temperature between 20º and 26º 
during occupancy (%) 

-  >50% >2.50 

LONG-TERM TARGET FOR TOTAL IAQ SCORE   >4.00 
a See specific guideline for each pollutant.    
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2.7 Energy 

The targets for short and long-term in energy area are described in Table 14. They should be 

addressed through low-carbon economy solutions for energy performance improvement in all 

ClimACT pilot schools. Short-term targets (relative or absolute) should be achieved in at least 

two environmental sectors per year, and in all environmental sector in three years. Long-term 

target should be achieved after 6 years in all environmental sectors. 

Table 14 – Short and long-term targets in energy areas 

ENERGY SUB-AREAS KPIs 
SHORT-TERM TARGET  

of KPIs 
LONG-TERM TARGET  

of SCORE (0-5) 
Relative  Absolute Absolute 

ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION 

KPI-E1. Annual final Energy consumption 
per m2 (kWh/m2) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

or <129.11 
>3.00 

KPI-E2. Annual final Energy consumption 
per student (kWh/student) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

or <1272.14 

RENEWABLE ENERGY KPI-E3. Renewables energy production 
(%) 

Increase 
of 2.5% 

or >4.5% >3.00 

ENERGY COST 
KPI-E4. Annual energy cost per m2 (€/m2) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

or <10.66 
>0.26 

KPI-E5. Annual energy cost per student 
(€/student) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

or <104.57 

CO2 EMISSIONS KPI-E6. Annual associated CO2 emissions 
per student (kgCO2/student) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

or <359.37 >3.00 

LONG-TERM TARGET FOR TOTAL ENERGY SCORE   >2.65 

 

2.8 Water 

The targets for short and long-term in water area are described in Table 15. They should be 

addressed through low-carbon economy solutions for water performance improvement in all 

ClimACT pilot schools. Short-term targets (relative or absolute) should be achieved in at least 

two environmental sectors per year, and in all environmental sector in three years. Long-term 

target should be achieved after 6 years in all environmental sectors. 

Table 15 – Short and long-term targets in water areas 

WATER SUB-AREAS KPIs 
SHORT-TERM TARGET  

of KPIs 
LONG-TERM TARGET  

of SCORE (0-5) 

Relative  Absolute Absolute 

WATER 
CONSUMPTION 

KPI-H2O1. Annual water 
consumption (m3/m2) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

 <0.75 
>3.00 

KPI-H2O2. Annual water 
consumption (m3/student) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

 <8.65 

WATER COST 
KPI-H2O3. Annual water cost (€/m2) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

 <1.95 
>3.00 

KPI-H2O4. Annual Water cost 
(€/student) 

Reduction 
of 10% 

 <16.50 

LONG-TERM TARGET FOR TOTAL WATER SCORE  >3.00 
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